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ABSTRACT

The Permo-Carboniferous to Eocene Sverdrup Basin in Canada’s Arctic Archipelago is strongly

in£uenced by evaporite diapirism.However, salt structures within the basin have not been extensively

investigated recently due to their remote location.This study includes the interpretation of legacy

seismic re£ection and borehole data to characterize the geometry of selected evaporite domes, and1D

backstripping ofwells to investigate tectonic and sedimentary in£uences on diapirism. Extensional

rift- structures appear to have played a signi¢cant role in the formation of evaporite domes by

triggering and directing salt movement. Diapirismwas initiated by at least theMiddleTriassic and

continued to develop during theMesozoic. Di¡erential loading of salt on opposing east^west dome

margins led to their present day asymmetric geometries. Diapir growth rates in theMesozoic were

closely linked to the rate of sedimentation and in£uenced by regional tectonism.

INTRODUCTION

Ellef Ringnes Island is located within the Sverdrup Basin,

a pericratonic trough that formed along a northeast^

southwest-oriented continental rift zone located in the

Canadian Arctic Archipelago (Fig.1).The steep-sided ba-

sin is estimated to contain up to13 km of Carboniferous to

Eocene strata at the basin axis (Balkwill,1978).TheCarbo-

niferous Otto Fiord Formation is composed of the initial

evaporitic (gypsum, anhydrite and halite) transgressive ¢ll

of the basin (Davies & Nassichuk, 1991). At the basin mar-

gins, complete exposed sections of the Otto Fiord Forma-

tion predominantly consist of anhydrite interlayered with

limestone and reach up to 400m in thickness (Davies &

Nassichuk, 1975).

Mobilization of salt from the Otto Fiord Formation has

led to the formation of approximately 100 piercement

structures in the basin centre, the majority of which are

located on Axel Heiberg and the Ringnes islands (Fig. 1;

Thorsteinsson, 1974). Evaporite structures range from

large concentric evaporite stocks in the western region

to linear or crooked evaporite walls separated by broad

synclinal basins in the eastern region of the basin.

With the exception of studies of salt canopies on Axel

Heiberg Island (Jackson & Harrison, 2006; Harrison &

Jackson, 2008) and the salt-based fold belt on Melville

Island (Harrison, 1995), little recent research and explora-

tion has been completed on the timing and mechanisms

controlling the initiation and mobilization of salt struc-

tures in the Sverdrup Basin. This study investigates the

evolution of evaporite piercement structures on Ellef

Ringnes Island with particular focus on the Dumbells,

Contour andHoodoo domes (Fig. 2).To better understand

the mechanisms controlling the formation of these struc-

tures, an analysis of legacy seismic re£ection and borehole

data was completed to constrain the 3D geometry of the

domes. In addition, 1D backstripping analysis was under-

taken in an attempt to identify possible tectonic triggers

and periods of subsidence modi¢ed by diapirism in wells

adjacent to evaporite piercement structures.

TECTONIC SETTING

The ¢rst initial rifting phase of the Sverdrup Basin oc-

curred from the early Carboniferous to early Permianwith

an initial basin ¢ll that consists of nonmarine conglomer-

ates and sandstones overlain by a progressive sequence of

evaporite to deepwater deposits that formed as subsidence

exceeded deposition (Davies & Nassichuk, 1991). Active

rifting of the basin ended in the Middle to Late Permian

and was followed by a period of passive post-rift crustal

subsidence driven by thermal contraction and sediment

loading (Stephenson et al., 1994). By the end of the Palaeo-

zoic, a deep basin had formed with an estimated bathy-

metric di¡erence of 2 km or more between the basin

margin and centre (Embry & Beauchamp, 2008).
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The basin evolved rapidly in theTriassic with continual

¢lling by thick deposits of siltstones and shales (Embry,

1991; Embry & Beauchamp, 2008). By the end of the Nor-

ian, the central portion of the basin had been completely

¢lled, replacing the previously deep water centre with a

shallow seaway.

Rift activity related to the initiation of theAmerasia Ba-

sin to the northeast began to notably a¡ect the Sverdrup

Basin in the Middle Jurassic. This led to the formation

and uplift of a narrow strip of land, referred to as the

Sverdrup Rim, that separated the Sverdrup Basin from

the developing Amerasian Basin (Fig. 1; Embry & Beau-

champ, 2008). Post-rifting thermal subsidence in theMe-

sozoic was further interrupted in the early Cretaceous

(latest Valanginian^earliest Hauterivian) by regional uplift

interpreted to coincide with the initiation of sea£oor

spreading and creation of oceanic crust in the adjacent

Amerasian Basin (Embry &Dixon, 1994). Renewed rifting

and extension followed the early Cretaceous uplift event

and is characterized by increased subsidence and sedi-

ment supply rates, normal faulting and magmatism (Balk-

will, 1978; Embry & Osadetz, 1988; Embry, 1991;

Stephenson et al., 1994;Villeneuve &Williamson, 2006).

In its ¢nal stage of development, theSverdrupBasinwas

tectonically modi¢ed and inverted during the Palaeogene

Eurekan orogeny due to the collision between Greenland

and Ellesmere Island (Balkwill, 1978; Miall, 1984).The re-

sulting build-up of compressional stresses led to large-

scale lithospheric failure in theMiddle Eocene, producing

several basin highs (Stephenson et al., 1990; Oakey & Ste-

phenson, 2008) that restricted sedimentationwithin inter-

montane sedimentary basins (Miall, 1991; Ricketts &

Stephenson, 1994).The Eurekan orogeny is also responsi-

ble for further uplift and erosion of the Sverdrup Rim and

the development of a fold-and-thrust belt on Ellesmere

and eastern Axel Heiberg islands.

GEOLOGYOF THE STUDYAREA: ELLEF
RINGNES ISLAND

Ellef Ringnes Island extends from the Sverdrup Rim in

the north to the basin axis in the south. The central

and southern regions of the island consist of conformable

successions of Mesozoic formations with the youngest

units con¢ned to the axes of regional northwest^

southeast-oriented synclines (Stott, 1969). The northern

Isachsen Peninsula is composed of Neogene deposits that

rest unconformably on uplifted and erodedLateTriassic to

Late Jurassic Sverdrup Basin rocks.

At depth, the study area is underlain by a succession of

Late Palaeozoic to Early Mesozoic carbonate and deep

marine/prodelta siltstones and shales (Fig. 3; Davies &

Nassichuk, 1991; Embry, 1991).These marine deposits are

overlain by the Late Triassic to Early Jurassic Heiberg

Formation, consisting of delta front shales, siltstones

and sandstones grading to coarser delta plain and shallow

marine shelf deposits. Beneath the western regions of the

island, the Heiberg Group is split into ¢ve formations,

three sandstone dominant units separated by two shale-

siltstone dominant units representing the intercalation of

thin beach to marine shelf sandstones and prodelta/shelf

muds and silts.TheHeiberg Formation is overlain by shale

and siltstone shelf deposits of the Jameson Bay, McConnell

Island,Ringnes andDeerBay formations, punctuated by thin

marine and deltaic sandstone deposits of the Awingak and

Sandy Point formations.The Early Cretaceous Isachsen For-

mation, dominated by medium to coarse-grained delta plain

and £uvial channel deposits, lies unconformably on theDeer

Bay Formation at the basin margins. Thick conformable

Cretaceous formations (Christopher, Hassel and Kanguk)

alternate between siltstone and sandstone dominant units

of marine shelf, shoreline and shallow shelf origin.The Kan-

guk Formation is capped by shoreline to shallow marine

Fig.1. Sverdrup Basin, Canadian Arctic

Archipelago.Map inset shows the location

of the basin with respect to Canada. Key:

AH, Axel Heiberg Island; AR, Amund

Ringnes Island; BI, Bathurst Island; CI,

Cornwallis Island; DI, Devon Island; EI,

Ellesmere Island;ER,EllefRingnes Island

(shaded grey); MI,Melville Island;MK,

Mackenzie King Island; and PP, Prince

Patrick Island.The approximate limits of

the basin and the Sverdrup rim are

indicated by stippled and dashed lines,

respectively. Regional scale onshore salt

structures are included as black dots.

Isopach contours ofMesozoic strata (in

meters) are also included (taken from

Embry, 1991).
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Fig. 2. Map ofEllef Ringnes Islandwith labelled evaporite piercement structures.The bedrock geology is the unpublished compilation

work of C. Harrison.The maps used in the compilation include Stott (1969) for Ellef Ringnes Island and Balkwill & Roy (1978) for King

Christian Island.The orientation and distribution of all seismic re£ection surveys interpreted in this study are outlined in green and

highlighted in red for surveys included in Figs 6^8. Locations of boreholes used for backstripping are included in blue and labelled for

wells included in Fig.12. A magni¢ed view of HoodooDome is included in the map inset.
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sandstones and unconsolidated sands (Expedition Forma-

tion) that prograded into the basin during the Late Cretac-

eous (Stott,1969; Embry&Beauchamp, 2008).

The surface and subsurface of Ellef Ringnes Island con-

tains an abundance of ma¢c intrusions that occur in the

form of dykes and sills mostly concentratedwithin Jurassic

and Early Cretaceous formations and as relatively unal-

tered blocks within evaporite piercement structures. The

erosional pattern of saucer-shaped sills produces circular

to elliptical outcrop patterns in the southern region of

Isachsen Peninsulawithin theMackenzieGroup (undi¡er-

entiated Ringnes and Deer Bay Formations; Fig. 2).

Larochelle & Black (1963) estimated the age of the intru-

sions to be between 102 and 110Ma, correlating with the

average ages of the Sverdrup Basin Magmatic Province

(Villeneuve & Williamson, 2006). The blocks entrained

within the piercement structures have not been dated,

but are also suspected to be of Cretaceous age (Stott,1969).

DESCRIPTION AND EVOLUTION OF
SALT STRUCTURESWITHIN THE
SVERDRUP BASIN

Large, concentric diapirs are most common in the western

region of the Sverdrup Basin on the Ringnes islands, Sa-

bine Peninsula (Melville Island) and western Axel Heiberg

Island. Except for a few cases where salt is exposed (e.g.

Hugon & Schwerdtner, 1982), the domes at surface are

composed of gypsi¢ed anhydrite caps covering halite

cores. From their ¢rst discovery, the anhydrite caps were

recognized to be of primary sedimentary origin and were

most likely mobilized together with the underlying salt

(Heywood, 1955). The caps are estimated to range from

200 to 800m in thickness from measured sections and

gravity studies (Schwerdtner&Clark,1967; Spector &Hor-

nal, 1970; Davies &Nassichuk, 1975).

On Ellef Ringnes Island, ovate evaporite structures are

aligned within regional anticlines and are in contact with

the Isachsen Formation at surface. Dumbells, Contour

and Isachsen Domes are exposed at surface whereas Hoo-

dooDome is buried under a thin cover of the IsachsenFor-

mation. Along the Dumbells Dome contact, the Isachsen

Formation dips steeply away from the dome with orienta-

tions of up to 801 (Fig. 4a; Stott, 1969;Van Leeuwen, 2005).

The anhydrite caps are relatively unaltered in the centre of

the dome with highly sheared margins (Fig. 4b; Heywood,

1955;Van Leeuwen, 2005).

In the central and eastern regions of Axel Heiberg Is-

land, the style of salt structures di¡ers with the occurrence

Fig. 3. Mesozoic stratigraphy of Ellef Ringnes Island (derived

from Embry, 1991; Dewing & Embry, 2007).

Fig.4. Photographs of Dumbells Dome,

illustrating the (a) steeply inclined and

sheared anhydrite-dominant marginal

phase, view looking north, southeast

dome margin and (b) gently folded sub-

horizontal primary bedding in anhydrite-

dominant cap, view looking west, south

centre of dome.
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of linear to crookedwalls separated by broad synclinal ba-

sins, known as the ‘wall-and-basin’ structure (or WABS)

region (Thorsteinsson, 1974; van Berkel et al., 1984). The

development of diapirs and salt structures onAxelHeiberg

Island was originally believed to be related to the Palaeo-

gene Eurekan orogeny (Thorsteinsson & Tozer, 1960; For-

tier et al., 1963). However, subsequent studies suggest that

the Eurekan event merely overprinted pre-existing struc-

tures, deforming them into the tight anticlinal folds of the

WABS region (van Berkel et al., 1984; Jackson & Harrison,

2006). Stratigraphic evidence adjacent to diapirs unaf-

fected by orogenic shortening (i.e. western regions of the

basin) con¢rm that the majority of structures experienced

a long period of growth dating back to at least the early

Mesozoic (e.g. Gould & DeMille, 1964; Hoen, 1964; Stott,

1969; Schwerdtner & Osadetz, 1983; van Berkel et al., 1984;

van Berkel, 1989). Common mechanisms proposed for the

initiation and localization of diapirism includes di¡eren-

tial loading from thick prograding deposits (Gould & De-

Mille, 1964; Balkwill, 1978; Jackson & Harrison, 2006),

di¡erential loading on top of faulted basement blocks

(Schwerdtner & Osadetz, 1983; Stephenson et al., 1992),

and reactive diapirism triggered by rift-related extension

(Jackson &Harrison, 2006).

SEISMIC REFLECTION PROFILES

This study focuses on the interpretation of a subset of

legacy industry 2D seismic re£ection data originally

acquired by multiple companies from 1969 to 1973 (Figs

5^8). Interpreted seismic lines were chosen to encompass

the central and southern regions of Ellef Ringnes Island

with detailed coverage of Hoodoo, Dumbells and Contour

domes (Fig. 2). Seismic re£ection surveys are restricted to

2D single to sixfold post-stacked data with varying quality

of resolution.The majority of lines analyzed in this study

were ¢ltered and geographically corrected. Many of the

lines approaching Dumbells, Contour andHoodooDome

were also migrated using the Kircho¡ method. A visual

comparison of migrated and unmigrated seismic re£ec-

tion data is provided in Fig. 5.

Seismic interpretation

Formation boundaries picked as horizons within seismic

pro¢les were interpreted based on the picked tops from

wells within the central and southern regions of the island

(Dewing & Embry, 2007). The majority of wells located

within this region were drilled to the top of the main oil

and gas hosting reservoir rock, the porous sandstone-do-

minant King Christian Formation and correlative upper

portion of the Heiberg Formation. Control on formation

tops therefore dates as far back as the LateTriassic^Early

Jurassic. Owing to these stratigraphic constraints, the

study focuses primarily on the development of the domes

during the Mesozoic. Depth intervals were converted to

time using velocity^time pairs from check shot surveys to

allow for comparison and overlay of well logs on intersect-

ing seismic pro¢les. Picked horizons were analyzed along-

side synthetic well logs produced for the above boreholes.

Lines that do not intersect wells were tied in with neigh-

bouring and cross-cutting seismic surveys.The Christo-

pher and younger formation horizons are not intersected

by anywells andwere therefore approximated from surface

outcrops (Stott, 1969).

Limitations in the interpretation of horizons are mostly

due to the low quality and resolution of the data, which

often smears out detailed structures such as faults and

unconformities. This is most problematic in imaging

near-surface faults related to salt movement. In addition,

highly re£ective permafrost layers andma¢c sills (reaching

thicknesses of up to 140m) mask underlying horizons. In-

terpretation of evaporite bodies is complicated around

Hoodoo Dome, where salt overhangs or wings diminish

the signal of underlying sedimentary units as most of the

seismic energy is re£ected at the salt boundary. Steeply

Fig. 5. Comparison of unmigrated and un¢ltered seismic pro¢le (Fig. 8d) with the migrated and ¢ltered version. Location of pro¢le is

included in Fig. 2.The seismic pro¢le is the property of Imperial Oil Resources.
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dipping dome margins and adjacent drape-folded forma-

tions also proved to be di⁄cult to interpret.

For some pro¢les (e.g. Fig. 7), gravity was recorded in

conjunctionwith seismic acquisition and aids in the inter-

pretation of evaporite boundaries; however, the Bouguer

anomaly data are of low spatial resolution making it di⁄ -

cult to de¢ne residual anomalies associated with the pre-

sence of salt or deeper crustal structures.

Depth conversion and isochoremaps

To identify regional thinning/thickening trends across

central and southern Ellef Ringnes Island, depth conver-

sion of interpreted seismic horizons was conducted to

produce isochore maps of each formation (Fig.9). For con-

sistent ties between all of the seismic surveys, only inter-

preted horizons of un-migrated data were used.

Composite velocity (sonic) logs derived from multiple

wells were produced for each formation in an attempt to

capture velocity pro¢les over the largest range of depths.

To characterize the general trend in velocity with depth,

curves were ¢t to the composite sonic plots (e.g. Fig. 10).

For multilayer time^depth conversion, the travel path of

the seismic wave through overlying layers needs to be con-

sidered; therefore a layer-cake depth conversionwas com-

pleted. To estimate interval velocities required for depth

conversion of each layer in two-way travel time,‘instanta-

neous’ velocities from sonic logs were integrated to give

linear and power law approximations for the velocity varia-

tionwith depth (Hillis etal.,1995; Al-Chalabi,1997). Power

law functionswere applied to the oldest formations as they

better re£ect the change in the velocity rates with depth

due to compaction (e.g. Fig.10).

Isochore maps presented in Fig. 9 are consistent with

observations in boreholes ( � 50m).The largest deviation

from known thicknesses occurs in the northeastern region

where seismically determined thicknesses are underesti-

mated for the Ringnes Formation by100^150m.This error

is most likely due to the occurrence of thick ma¢c sills in

this region as the higher velocities of the sills are not ac-

counted for in the depth conversion.

Main results

Dome asymmetry

Interpreted east^west oriented seismic pro¢les across

Dumbells and Hoodoo domes reveal asymmetric geome-

tries within adjacent sedimentary units (Figs 6 and 7).

Both pro¢les share similar characteristics with generally

thicker sedimentary packages occurring at deeper struc-

tural levels on the eastern margins of the domes. This is

supported by isochore maps, which show thicker packages

of sediments east of Dumbells Dome and east^northeast

of Hoodoo Dome (more prominent in the Late Jurassic to

Cretaceous formations). For Dumbells Dome, this thick-

ness variation is also accompanied by the occurrence of a

shallow rim syncline located approximately 5 km from the

edge of the piercement structure (Fig. 6). The spatial ex-

tent of this rim syncline is con¢ned within the concave

curvature of Dumbells and Contour domes, as is seen in

the isochore maps of the Deer Bay and Isachsen forma-

tions (Fig.9d and e).

The structural o¡set on the eastern side of Dumbells

Dome is accommodated by thinning of rotated or draped

beds toward the dome margin. At Hoodoo Dome, the

noticeable structural o¡set of formations is partially

accommodated by a near vertical fault or shear zone

where the coherency of the stratal re£ections is lost on

the seismic section.The eastern fault block is o¡set down-

ward and can be traced through multiple east^west or-

iented seismic sections, giving a fault trace that is parallel

to the axial trace of the Hoodoo Dome anticline. The

e¡ects of this zone can be seen at surface as apparent

narrowing of the Hassel and Kanguk formations. The

shear zone is also detected as a slight perturbation of the

Bouguer gravity pro¢le (Fig. 7).

In addition to thicker units on the eastern side ofHoodoo

Dome, a consistent pattern of ‘diverging’ seismic re£ections

exists along the north^northeast margin (e.g. Fig. 8d). The

Fig. 6. Line drawing of seismic pro¢les illustrating the asymmetry of Dumbells Dome (location on Fig. 2). Seismic pro¢les are

migratedwith a vertical exaggeration of �1.5. Key for formations is included in Fig. 7.
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Fig.7. Migrated seismic pro¢le and corresponding Bouguer gravity signature illustrating the southwest-northeast asymmetry of HoodooDome (location on Fig. 2). Seismic pro¢le is onefold data

with both interpreted and uninterpreted versions.The seismic pro¢le was originally acquired by Panarctic Oils Ltd. and is currently owned by Suncor Energy Inc.
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re£ections within adjacent sedimentary units diverge ap-

proaching the dome margins, with units dipping downward

beneath the interpreted top of theHeiberg Formation.With

migration, these features collapse into broad open synclines

that appear to extend beneath interpreted salt wings (de-

scribed in the following section).This divergence may have

produced thickening of the Ringnes, McConnell Island and

Jameson Bay formations along the north^northeast margin

ofHoodooDome (Fig.9f^h), however, the variation in thick-

ness is less pronounced for these formations and may in-

stead be a product of poor precision of picked horizons at

structurally deeper levels.

Salt wings/debris £ows at Hoodoo Dome

Little evidence is present in seismic lines to suggest that

any salt bodies radiate away from Dumbells and Contour

domes beneath adjacent sedimentary sequences. The

partial sedimentary cover of Hoodoo Dome, however, al-

lows for better coverage of seismic re£ection data on the

top of the dome (Fig. 2). Strong re£ections in some seismic

pro¢les mark the transition from low velocity overlying se-

diments to contrasting higher velocities of anhydrite and

halite at the crest of Hoodoo Dome (e.g. Fig. 8c).The eva-

porite margins, however, are typically di⁄cult to identify,

leading to the notion of irregular and complex evaporite

dome boundaries, such as ‘Christmas tree’ geometries.

The tips of multiple £anges are interpreted as salt wings

or overhangs in migrated pro¢les (Figs 7 and 8) that pro-

trude from the main diapir stock.The presence of higher

velocity horizontal salt bodies within adjacent syn-sedi-

mentary units may explain why the coherency of horizons

beneath these structures often degrades signi¢cantly at

depth. Alternatively, some or all of the interpreted salt

Fig.9. Isochore maps derived from the depth conversion of seismic horizons.The colour scale represents the thickness of each

formation.Vertical formation thicknesses (in meters) from boreholes are included on individual diagrams.The general location and

geometry of piercement structures are highlighted in grey. Location of map inset included in Fig. 2.

Fig. 8. Select migrated seismic pro¢les with andwithout interpretations forHoodooDome (locations inFig. 2). All seismic pro¢les are

threefold data. Some horizons beneath the top of theHeibergFormation are also included as dashed lines to highlight the occurrence of

salt wings, diverging sedimentation, etc. Interpreted ma¢c sills and dykes are highlighted in green. Seismic pro¢les are the property of

Imperial Oil Resources.
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wings could represent debris £ows that were shed o¡ the

£anks of rising diapirs when steep unstable slopes were

generated bydiapiric in£ation at the surface (Giles &Law-

ton, 2002). Debris £ows have been previously reported in

the SverdrupBasin adjacent to AxelHeiberg Island diapirs

within early Cretaceous sediments onlapping salt cano-

pies (Jackson &Harrison, 2006).

The number and extent of £anges surroundingHoodoo

Dome are complex and highly variable between neigh-

bouring seismic lines. On the southwest margin of the

dome, interpreted salt wings or debris £ows extendwithin

or beneath theHeiberg Formation, constraining the age of

the oldest interpreted £anges to be at least Late Triassic

(Fig. 8a). Further north, the number and complexity of

£anges increase, suggesting smaller, higher frequency salt

wings or debris £ows (e.g. Fig. 8c). The interpretation of

thinner, higher frequency £anges is open for debate; how-

ever, the ¢rst order signatures are convincing. Along the

east^northeast boundary of Hoodoo Dome, the number

and complexity of £anges increase even further, with the

youngest interpreted salt wing/debris £ow occurring at

the top of the Deer Bay Formation (Fig. 8b).

Deformation in adjacent overburden

On the dome margins, formations are thinned and rotated

upward (i.e. drape folded) during syn-halokinetic sedimenta-

tion.Thinning is most evident during the Late Jurassic and

Early Cretaceous within the Deer Bay and Ringnes forma-

tions. Early to Middle Jurassic formations are most likely

thinned and rotatedupward aswell; however, the image qual-

ity of these units degrades with depth and in areas with over-

lying saltwings. Isachsen andyounger formations display the

least thinning along domemargins.Thinning adjacent to the

eastern margin of Dumbells Dome is quite dramatic. Here,

the vertical o¡set of formations is interpreted to have oc-

curred due to salt withdrawal in the source layer, whereas

thinning of units at Hoodoo Dome is most apparent within

formations that onlap salt wings or debris £ows.

Subsurface deformation appears to be predominantly

ductile at seismic scales (e.g. Fig. 8a); however, a few brittle

faults are visible along the western margin of Dumbells

Dome and adjacent to the eastern margin of Hoodoo

Dome (as previously described in the previous section).

Faulting on top of Hoodoo Dome is also present as

indicated by previous regional mapping (Stott, 1969), but

the presence of these faults is not resolved in seismic pro-

¢les due to low image quality in the top 500ms of the data.

The most evident unconformities occur within the

Isachsen Formation, cutting o¡ draped and thinned Deer

Bay and lower Isachsen deposits (Fig. 8c) and capping

eroded Isachsen rim syncline deposits (Fig. 6). Unconfor-

mities are also visible within the Deer Bay Formation, ac-

commodating much of the observed thinning (Figs 8d and

11b). The presence of salt wings and/or debris £ows also

suggests that there maybe unconformities capping draped

sediments (e.g. Jameson and McConnell formations,

Fig. 8b^d) along Hoodoo Dome’s margins.

BACKSTRIPPING ANALYSIS

The subsidence history of the Sverdrup Basin is recorded

by its stratigraphy and can be separated using the backstrip-

ping method into subsidence related to isostatic e¡ects due

to loading of sediments andwater and subsidence related to

tectonic events (e.g. Steckler & Watts, 1978). Subsidence

curves are generally produced by applying three corrections

to present day compacted stratigraphic thicknesses: (1) de-

compaction, (2) paleobathymetry and (3) absolute sea level

£uctuations or eustasy (Allen &Allen,1990).

For this study, 1D backstripping was carried out with the

Petroprob code (e.g.VanWees & Beekman, 2000;VanWees et

al., 2009) in an attempt to highlight possible regional tectonic

triggers for diapirism, and to evaluate local subsidence varia-

tions inwells located adjacent to diapirs.The code adopts airy

isostasy for basin loading with an assumed mantle density of

3400kgm� 3. Decompaction of units was completed using

standard exponential porosity^depth curves (VanWees et al.,

2009). Porosity^depth relationships are functions of the

lithology, therefore the porosity of each unit is determined

from the approximated percentages of each lithology (e.g.

sandstone, siltstone, limestone, etc.).

Input parameters

Backstripping was carried out on a subset of 19 wells lo-

cated on central and southern Ellef Ringnes Island and

Fig.10. ‘Instantaneous’velocitywith depth signature of theDeer

Bay Formation derived from a compilation of sonic logs from

multiple wells (see legend).The best ¢t power law curve (black) is

vz5 (1677m s�1) z0.100where vz is the instantaneous velocity and

z is depth.This formula is integrated over the seismic time range

to approximate the interval velocity of the formation.
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King Christian Island (Fig. 2). All the chosen wells pene-

trate to at least the top of the Heiberg Formation or King

Christian Formation. Stratigraphic time^depth pairs

(thickness and age of formations) are based on reinter-

preted formation tops from exploration wells (Dewing &

Embry, 2007). This method di¡ers from previous back-

stripping studies of the Sverdrup Basin (Stephenson et al.,

1987,1994)where regional isopachswere used to determine

basin-wide subsidence.The formation ages are estimated

from stratigraphic columns produced for Ellef Ringnes

Island by Dewing & Embry (2007). None of the wells

intersect formations younger than Cenomanian age (e.g.

Hassel, Kanguk and Expedition formations); therefore

estimates of pre-erosion thicknesses were extrapolated

from isochore maps (Fig. 9). Percentages of lithologies

were estimated from borehole logs.

The results of this study are interpreted qualitatively

in terms of general/regional tectonic events, and as

such detailed local quantitative variations in depth-

porosity-lithology are not of direct interest. Consequently,

the e¡ect of shallow paleobathymetry that existed from the

LateTriassic (Norian) to Cretaceous is neglected as it does

not alter general subsidence trends. In contrast, the e¡ect

of paleobathymetry before the Norian was substantial and

cannot be neglected. Embry & Beauchamp (2008) suggest

that the bathymetric di¡erence between the basin margins

and axis may have exceeded 2 km at the end of the Permian

before being quickly ¢lled during the Triassic. Unfortu-

nately, the lack of su⁄cient constraints on the paleo

water-depth during this time period does not permit us

to implement this parameter properly. An attempt to in-

clude estimated water-depth parameters for the Early and

MiddleTriassic would lead only to higher frequency £uc-

tuations in the curves, which may be a direct result of the

large uncertainties of these approximations.The e¡ects of

errors in porosity^depth sampling, formation ages and pa-

leobathymetry on tectonic and basin subsidence curves

are included, by way of an example, for the Sutherland O-

23 well in Fig.12b.

Rates of subsidence within each formation are averaged

due to age constraints, therefore rapid changes in basin

subsidence restricted to shorter time periods may not be

resolved. Errors in estimated formation thicknesses may

also occur due to unidenti¢ed unconformities within

wells. Erosion and unconformities are di⁄cult to identify

and approximate as contacts often appear conformable.

Regional unconformities are frequent throughout theMe-

sozoic; however, the distribution of these unconformities

is often restricted to the basin margins. Unconformities

were therefore not included in the backstripping proce-

dure as the estimation of erosion and timing of these un-

conformities would inherently contain errors. The

exclusion of known unconformities in the backstripping

procedure would lead to underestimation of periods of in-

creased tectonic subsidence or sudden uplift.The e¡ects of

the exclusion of unconformities for various time periods

are discussed in the section ‘Evolution of piercement

structures in theMesozoic’.

Main results

Timing of tectonic events

Owing to the restriction of mostwell data to theLateTrias-

sic, backstripping of wells is limited to 200Ma.The total

subsidence for a distinct period of basin evolution can be

examined quantitatively; however, true tectonic subsi-

dence rates and amounts require knowledge of the entire

basin loading history and therefore general trends and

Fig.11. Comparison ofwell logs for Hoodoo DomeH-37 andHoodoo N-52, illustrating the decrease in formation thicknesses next to

the Hoodoo Dome margin. HoodooN-52 well is overlain on a neighbouring seismic pro¢le.The locations of Hoodoo N-52, Hoodoo

DomeH-37 and the seismic pro¢le are labelled on Fig. 2.The seismic pro¢le is the property of Imperial Oil Resources.
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changes in tectonic subsidence rates for this study are only

examined qualitatively.

Regionally, the majority of wells share similar trends in

subsidence dating from 200 to 95Ma (Fig. 12a). Relative

rates of tectonic subsidence can be described generally in

four stages: (1) The Rhaetian to Barremian (200^126Ma)

is considered to be a period of moderate tectonic subsi-

dence with slight oscillations that vary among individual

subsidence curves.Variations in the steady trend of these

curves during this period are more common in wells lo-

cated in the south (e.g. King Christian N-06 in Fig. 12a).

(2) Subsidence patterns change in the Aptian during de-

position of the Isachsen Formation from126 to113Ma, re-

cording a period of quiescence that is most pronounced in

wells located further north inNoice Peninsula and further

east toward Dumbells and Contour Dome (e.g. Dome Bay

P-36 andDumbells E-49). (3)The third stage in theAlbian

(113^103Ma) records the highest rates of tectonic subsi-

dence within the analyzed time period, followed by (4) a

decrease in tectonic subsidence during the deposition of

the Hassel Formation from103 to 95Ma.

Regional variation in tectonic subsidence

The similarity in the trends of tectonic subsidence (with

the exception of Hoodoo N-52) suggests that tectonic

in£uences were regional, however, the relative amounts of

tectonic subsidence varies across Ellef Ringnes and King

Christian Island. The regional trend in tectonic subsi-

dence at 95Ma is illustrated in the map inset of Fig. 12a

for wells backstripped to 200Ma. It should again be em-

phasized that these tectonic subsidence values are not

quantitative as they do not include any e¡ects of basin

loading before 200Ma, but instead show the relative distri-

bution of tectonic subsidence between individual wells.

The gradual trend toward higher subsidence rates in the

east-central region of Ellef Ringnes Island is consistent

throughout the Mesozoic and correlates with the progres-

sive thickening of units from the south to northeast (Fig.9).

In£uence of diapirism on local subsidence curves

The distance of wells to the dome margins proved to be

problematic in identifying local subsidence signatures re-

lated to salt movement. HoodooN-52 is the only well with

a tectonic subsidence signature that signi¢cantly deviates

from regional trends (Figs11and12c) and provides the only

constraint on the timing of diapir growth from subsidence

curves. Hoodoo N-52 records a period of little to no

tectonic subsidence from185 to126Ma during which time

average regional tectonic subsidence rates remain

relatively steady. After 126Ma, the deviation of Hoodoo

N-52 from regional subsidence signatures (HoodooDome

H-37) decreases.

DISCUSSION

Triggeringmechanisms of evaporite diapirism

Reactive diapirism, localization along basement faults,

and di¡erential loading from prograding sediments have

been suggested to be possible triggering and initial localiz-

ing mechanisms of salt diapirs in the Sverdrup Basin

(Gould & DeMille, 1964; Balkwill, 1978; Schwerdtner &

Osadetz, 1983; Stephenson et al., 1992; Jackson &Harrison,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.12. (a) Tectonic subsidence of select wells dating to 200Ma.

The inset map includes contours of tectonic subsidence at 95Ma.

(b) Basin and tectonic subsidence pro¢les of Sutherland O-23

with error bars that include uncertainties in formation ages,

decompaction and the e¡ect of adding100m of paleobathymetry

in the backstripping procedure. Paleobathymetry estimates were

not taken into account for formations older than 200Ma. (c) The

local deviation of tectonic subsidence at HoodooN-52 due to the

uplift of formations during diapirism is comparedwith regional

tectonic curves (Hoodoo DomeH-37).The di¡erence between

the two curves is shaded in stippled grey.The locations of select

wells are included in Fig. 2.
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2006). The linear to curvilinear outcrop patterns and

asymmetric subsurface geometries of Hoodoo and

Dumbells Domes, with thicker strata occurring at deeper

structural levels along the east margin of the island, sug-

gest that the localization and spatial distribution of

these evaporite structures was most likely in£uenced by

rift-related extensional faulting. These structures are

thought to be north northwest^south southeast oriented

normal faults (perpendicular to the basin axis) dipping to

the east toward the Axel Heiberg depocentre (Fig. 1).The

nature and timing of extensional faulting is not fully

known as evidence for these structures is buried deep

beneath the relatively conformable sedimentary basin ¢ll.

The formation of the diapirs could have been triggered by

o¡set along basement faults, or by extensional faulting

within the relatively thin cover during early periods of ba-

sin rifting.Thin-skinned and thick-skinned end-member

scenarios and their expected characteristics are discussed

below.

Thin-skinned extension

Vendeville & Jackson (1992a) highlighted the role of thin-

skinned regional extension in initiating and promoting

diapir growth (i.e. reactive diapirism). Regional extension

forms normal faults in the brittle overburden, leading to

the most e¡ective avenue for evaporite piercement by

weakening and thinning of the overlying sedimentary

units. Salt rollers are low amplitude de£ections at the

upper surface of the salt layer that are generated below

normal faults in overburden.More speci¢cally, they are as-

sociated with tilted fault blocks and listric fault roll-over

systems (overview in Brun & Mauduit, 2009). Fault

growth/rollover systems are most often associated with

passive margin settings (e.g.Gulf ofMexico)where evapor-

ites or shale successions act as a decollement layer that al-

lows the gravitational gliding and separation of over-

riding fault blocks along a tilted basement (e.g. Bally et al.

1981; Vendeville & Cobbold, 1987;Wu et al., 1990; Cobbold

& Szatmari, 1991; Ge et al., 1997; Mauduit et al., 1997;

Mauduit & Brun, 1998).

In both tilted block and fault growth/rollover systems,

the syn-sedimentary units form asymmetric pro¢les

where the thickness of the formations increases with dip

towards the fault (Fig. 13a). Rollover systems in particular

produce fan-like syn-sedimentary layers that result from

the interaction between a steeply dipping normal

fault and an extending underlying ductile layer (Brun &

Mauduit, 2008).

Balkwill (1978) suggested that salt may have originally

been deposited on the Sverdrup Basin shelf and subse-

quently squeezed (coincident with gravitational gliding)

toward the basin axis by thick prograding deposits origi-

nating from the southwest and from the eastern Ellesmere

region. However, no seismic or stratigraphic data have yet

been shown to support this. In addition, the evidence for

such low amplitude structures is hard to preserve as their

development and movement along basal surfaces varies

throughout their evolution and they are buried deep below

the sedimentary cover adjacent to diapir pedestals.

Thick-skinned extension

The concept of thick-skinned (i.e. basement involved) de-

formation as a trigger mechanism for diapirism during re-

gional extension is in contrast to the widely accepted

mechanism of thin-skinned deformation, or reactive dia-

pirism (Vendeville & Jackson, 1992a, b). Jackson & Vende-

ville (1994) and Vendeville et al. (1995) argue that the e¡ect

of basement faults on salt diapirism is indirect unless salt

is thin or depleted and that diapirism is more commonly

triggered by thin-skinned extension. However, recurring

observations of diapir asymmetry, lack of extensive over-

burden faulting and the spatial correlation of salt diapirs

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.13. First stages of diapir development controlled by faulting within (a) the overburden during thin-skinned extension and (b) the

basement during thick-skinned extension (modi¢ed after Koyi et al.1993a; Brun&Mauduit, 2009 respectively). (c) Schematic of a dome

illustrating the positive feedback mechanism that drives excess sediment loading (1) and salt withdrawal (3) on an eastern downthrown

fault graben.The feedback mechanism leads to the rotation of sedimentary beds (2), and formation of rim synclines (4) due to

gravitational collapse.
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to basement faults suggests that thick-skinned extension

is also an important and common mechanism in trigger-

ing diapirism in many salt basins, such as theDniepr-Do-

nets Basin (Stovba & Stephenson, 2003), North Sea

(Bishop, 1996), Danish Basin (Koyi & Petersen, 1993) and

Nordkapp Basin (Koyi et al., 1993b). Numerical and analo-

gue models have also con¢rmed the importance of base-

ment geometry and structures induced by regional

extension on the development of salt diapirs (e.g. Koyi,

1991; Koyi et al., 1993a; Nalpas & Brun, 1993; Withjack &

Callaway, 2000).

E¡ective weakening of overburden within thick-

skinned deformation settings occurs by the collapse of salt

and overburden over basement faults (i.e. drape mono-

clines; e.g. Gaullier et al., 1993; Jackson & Vendeville, 1994;

Withjack &Callaway, 2000), leading to forced folds and as-

sociated extension and fracturing within the overburden

(Fig. 13b). The size and shape of the developing diapirs

are governed by the localization of overburden deforma-

tion and salt £ow,which is mainly controlled by a combina-

tion of the amount/rate of displacement along basement

faults, the thickness of the salt and overburden, salt viscos-

ity and the cohesive strength and ductility of the overbur-

den (Koyi et al., 1993a; Nalpas & Brun, 1993; Withjack &

Callaway, 2000).The rotation of basement blocks perturbs

an unstable balance between salt and overburden, causing

lateral variations in the thinning of both layers (Stovba &

Stephenson, 2003).

The linear arrangement of diapirs in theSverdrupBasin

has been suggested previously as evidence for control by

normal faults in the basement during the Mesozoic

(Schwerdtner & Osadetz, 1983; van Berkel et al., 1983; Ste-

phenson et al., 1992). Basement structures are expected in

a rift basin but have not been resolved in previous gravity,

seismic refraction or re£ection studies conducted on

Ellef Ringnes Island (e.g. Forsyth et al., 1979; Sobczak &

Overton,1984).More recent gravity modeling of the Cana-

dian Arctic Innuitian region (Oakey & Stephenson,

2008) highlights several north^south trending linear fea-

tures, one of which intersects Meteorologist Peninsula in

southern Ellef Ringnes Island, just east of Hoodoo Dome

and along strike with the Hoodoo anticline. However, the

nature of this feature is unknown and it could be related

to large-scale crustal deformation during the Eurekan

Orogeny.

Drivingmechanisms following diapir initiation

Once triggered by faulting, either in the subsurface and/or

basin basement, linear salt structures may have continued

to develop and mature into more discordant and higher

amplitude salt stocks as the structures were continually

modi¢ed by ongoing sedimentation. Their asymmetry

would be perpetuated by di¡erential loading during

downbuilding (Talbot,1977; Jackson&Talbot,1986).O¡set

along basement faults or thin-skinned extensional faults

displace overlying sediments (and evaporites in the case

of thick-skinned deformation) on downthrown fault

blocks by extensional collapse, creating accommodation

space for thicker packages of sediments to accumulate.

For the case of Ellef Ringnes Island, the di¡erential load-

ing of the proposed downthrown eastern fault blocks with

respect to western fault blocks may have caused further

subsidence into the underlying evaporite layer, which

would further perpetuate loading of the fault block

through a positive feedback mechanism (Fig. 13c). Owing

to the positive feedback that drives increased subsidence

along the eastern margin of the domes, the initial exten-

sional fault is not required to slip continually during the

history of dome growth.Di¡erential loading would also re-

sult in the expulsion or withdrawal of salt beneath the

downthrown fault blocks, e¡ectively driving the growth of

the neighbouring salt diapirs. Gravitational loading and

withdrawal of salt along the eastern margins of the domes

mayhave resulted in the following characteristics observed

in seismic re£ection pro¢les: thicker sedimentary units at

deeper structural levels, development of more pro-

nounced rim synclines, dramatic thinning of sediments

at Dumbells Dome, diverging patterns of sedimentation

at Hoodoo Dome, a near vertical shear zone adjacent to

Hoodoo Dome, and more frequent occurrence of salt

wings at HoodooDome.

Evolution of piercement structures in the
Mesozoic

Despite limitations in the quantitative analysis of tectonic

subsidence, the primary focus of the study was to examine

¢rst-order subsidence signatures and relate them to

observations from seismic pro¢les in terms of diapir

growth.The general trends in subsidence rates are there-

fore su⁄cient to identify possible tectonic and sedimen-

tary triggers that have a¡ected and changed patterns of

diapir growth. Diapir growth in relation to tectonism and

sedimentary loading during the Mesozoic are subdivided

into four stages below.

Early stages of diapirism in theTriassic

The diverging pattern of sedimentation toward the margin

of Hoodoo Dome indicates that salt withdrawal beneath

the overlying sedimentary units began as early as the

Triassic, consistentwith observations of deformedTriassic

formations adjacent to other large domal diapirs located

across the basin (e.g. Schwerdtner & Osadetz, 1983;

van Berkel, 1989; Stephenson et al., 1992; Harrison, 1995).

However, the timing of the event(s) that triggered the initial

upward movement of salt is still unknown. Several tectonic

events associated with faulting in the basement and/or ba-

sin sedimentary ¢ll occurred in the Late Carboniferous to

EarlyTriassic that mayhave triggered local perturbations in

the Otto Fiord Formation and overlying sedimentary for-

mations. From the Late Carboniferous to Early Permian,

the basin experienced multiple pulses of tectonic quies-

cence separated by shorter intervals of uplift and fault-

controlled di¡erential subsidence (Embry & Beauchamp,
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2008).This period is representative of a complex change in

tectonic regime with orthogonal north^south rifting being

replaced by transtension and transpression (Beauchamp et

al., 2001; Embry & Beauchamp, 2008).

These subtle tectonic events were followed by the

‘Melvillian Disturbance’ (Thorsteinsson & Tozer, 1970) in

the Early-Middle Permian, responsible for a major

base-level drop and folding and faulting of Upper Carbo-

niferous and Permian strata (Thorsteinsson, 1974; Embry

& Beauchamp, 2008). This event, primarily recorded in

the southern margin of the basin (Thorsteinsson, 1974;

Balkwill,1978), is attributed to horst-and-graben tectonics

whereMelvillian folds are formed via draping over normal

faulted blocks in the lower Palaeozoic basement (Harrison

etal.,1985, further discussion inDavies&Nassichuk,1991).

Any one of these events may have triggered or acceler-

ated diapir growth by thinning of overburden and pressur-

izing/localizing upward movement of evaporites. In future

research, deeper penetration of the basin ¢ll by higher re-

solution seismic re£ection data and more age constraints

on MiddleTriassic and earlier sediments will be required

to elucidate the age and nature of tectonic triggers of dia-

pirism in the basin.

Passive diapirism in the Jurassic

The Jurassic and Early Cretaceous are marked by a period

with a relatively steady rate of subsidence, which is inter-

preted by Stephenson etal. (1994) as a post-Palaeozoic rift-

ing thermal subsidence phase. During this period, the

style of deformation includes thinned and drape folded se-

dimentary units along diapir £anks. Thinned and drape

folded units are often periodically truncated by unconfor-

mities, salt wings and/or debris £ows. This suggests that

sedimentation was greatly in£uenced by near surface salt

rise in the Jurassic.

The formation of salt wings can occur via extrusion and

burial of salt at the surface or by salt-wing intrusion along

a weak stratigraphic horizon (such as evaporite) in the

£anking sedimentary rock (Hudec& Jackson, 2006).There

is no evidence that Mesozoic evaporite formations exist.

Therefore, salt wing intrusion could only occur close to

the surface, either along a buried extruded salt layer or

along aweakunconsolidated shale layer. Subsidence trends

from Hoodoo N-52 well also support ongoing diapir

growth, suggesting that regional post-rift thermal subsi-

dence at Hoodoo Dome margin was counteracted by salt

growth to produce a time-averaged signature of tectonic

quiescence for the majority of the Jurassic and Early

Cretaceous (Fig.12c).

Thinning and drape folding of the sedimentary £anks

of rising diapirs are characteristic features of passive dia-

pirism, such as theEl Papalote diapir in northeasternMex-

ico (Giles & Lawton, 2002; Rowan et al., 2003). Drape

folding is produced by the rotation of near-surface strata

along the uprising diapir £anks, and is accommodated by

slip along bedding surfaces (Rowan et al., 2003; Schultz-

Ela, 2003). The unconformities and possible debris £ows

that truncate draped sediments along diapir £anks are also

common features that form as the bathymetric scarp of the

diapir becomes su⁄ciently steep that it fails gravitation-

ally. Such mass transport facies produce the bounding

surfaces of halokinetic sequences, or conformable strata

in£uenced by near-surface salt rise (Giles & Lawton,

2002). The episodic nature of these sequences is caused

by local rapidly £uctuating trends of sedimentation in re-

lation to steady upward salt movement.These halokinetic

sequences vary along the sides of the salt body and do not

necessarily correlate with the regional dynamics of the ba-

sin (Giles & Lawton, 2002; Rowan et al., 2003).

The formation of many of the features discussed above

are generally considered characteristic of passive diapir-

ism, however, they could also arise in compressional

regimes (i.e. active diapirism; Rowan et al., 2003). Charac-

teristic features of active diapirism generally include thick

arched roofs, narrow or pinched-o¡ diapir stems, and in-

clude fold, thrusts, and or wrench blocks in adjacent strata

(Dooley et al., 2009 and references therein). Owing to the

lack of seismic visibility at depth and within the diapir it-

self, only faulting and folding within adjacent sedimentary

units could realistically be observed in this study.The lack

of such features within the Jurassic sediments suggest that

the predominant mechanism in the Jurassic to Early Cre-

taceous is passive diapirismwhere diapir growth is driven

primarily by the response of overburden sinking into the

source layer. Recent analogue experiments suggest, how-

ever, that diapir stocks can be squeezed in regional short-

ening without producing any deformation in adjacent

strata, but this shortening must remain moderate (Dooley

et al., 2009). Regional tectonic subsidence curves and past

basin studies (e.g. Embry, 1991; Embry & Beauchamp,

2008) do not identify any extended period of signi¢cant ac-

tive regional compression. However, Stephenson et al.

(1992) have suggested that moderate compression in the

basin centre resulting from£exural bending of the syn-rift

sediment layer due to sediment loading may have aided in

accelerating diapir growth.

Diapirism and the e¡ect of Amerasian Basin rifting in the Early
Cretaceous

The onlap of theHoodooDome saltwings, or the cessation

in mass wasting events along the margins of the diapirs, by

the Late Jurassic^Early Cretaceous formations (Deer Bay

and Isachsen formations) marks a period of passive diapir

growth where the aggradation rate (vertical accumulation

of sediments) exceeded net diapiric rise (Talbot, 1995 and

references therein). The increased aggradation rate corre-

sponds to a period of increased sediment supply rate at

the beginning of the Late Jurassic (Embry & Beauchamp,

2008), which is evidenced by total basin subsidence curves

in the Ellef Ringnes Island region (Fig.12b).

TheLate Jurassic andEarlyCretaceous period of aggra-

dation and onlap was punctuated by several regional

unconformities (late Valanginian^early Hauterivian,
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mid-Barremian and mid-Aptian) during the deposition of

the Isachsen Formation (Embry & Beauchamp, 2008). It is

di⁄cult to identify these unconformities and the corre-

sponding amount of erosion on Ellef Ringnes Island

seismic sections. To reduce further compounding errors

due to estimates of the ages and amounts of erosion, the

unconformities were not included in the backstripping

procedure. As a result of our backstripping technique,

rifting events may not be properly resolved in tectonic

subsidence curves. For example, the largest of the uncon-

formities, in the latest Valanginian-earliest Hauterivian,

was interpreted by Embry & Dixon (1994) as widespread

uplift related to the beginning of sea£oor spreading and

the creation of oceanic crust in the adjacent Amerasia

Basin, known as the ‘break-up unconformity’. This event

is not resolved in our tectonic subsidence curves, where

we observe instead ongoing subsidence with no change

in tectonic subsidence rates. Only one seismic section

(Fig. 8c) shows a clear unconformity £anking Hoodoo

Dome near the base of the Isachsen Formation. However,

on neighbouring Axel Heiberg Island the Hauterivian un-

conformity is well documented within £anking sedimen-

tary units adjacent to several diapirs (Jackson &Harrison,

2006; Harrison & Jackson, 2008). During the Hauterivian

hiatus, diapirs on Axel Heiberg Island shouldered

aside their thin roofs, spread extrusively along the surface

and coalesced to form a widespread canopy once subse-

quently buried (Jackson & Harrison, 2006).While the vi-

sualization of unconformities at Ellef Ringnes Island

could be blamed by the low-resolution quality of the seis-

mic data, it is still unclear why the style of salt structures

varies between the Axel Heiberg WABS region and

Ellef Ringnes Island. Many factors could be responsible,

including variations in tectonic stress, sedimentary

loading conditions, and the basement and salt- source

layer architecture.

For this study, no noticeable change in regional tectonic

subsidence curves are noted until 126^113Ma (late Barre-

mian to late Aptian), when a period of little to no tectonic

subsidence is recorded. Because of the time averaged ap-

proach to examining regional tectonic subsidence, this

period of no recorded tectonic subsidence could indicate

uplift of the basin restricted to a much shorter time peri-

od(s) thatwas matched by continued subsidence occurring

before or after an uplift event(s).Two other regional uncon-

formities in the early Barremian and mid Aptian are com-

mon in the Sverdrup Basin (Embry & Beauchamp, 2008)

and could account for the time averaged quiescence

(a) (b)

(B)(A)

Fig.14. (a) Interpreted tectonic phases and periods of diapirism superimposed on the Sutherland O-23 tectonic subsidence curve.

Descriptions of tectonic phases are included in the key. Question marks along the subsidence curve mark the timing of regional

unconformities identi¢ed byEmbry&Beauchamp (2008). (b) Schematic diagrams illustrating the development of evaporite piercement

structures (in particular Hoodoo Dome) on Ellef Ringnes Island.
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observed during this period.The nicely de¢ned unconfor-

mity that truncates rim syncline deposits east ofDumbells

Dome (Fig. 6) is suspected to be related to one of these two

regional unconformities. The unconformity at Dumbells

Dome marks a signi¢cant change in the style of diapirism

on Ellef Ringnes Island. Following this event, formations

are less folded, vary less in thickness along the dome mar-

gins and continue to onlap or bury the domes completely.

A change in the trend ofHoodooN-52 tectonic subsidence

also occurs at this time, with increased subsidence in rela-

tion to regional subsidence curves. This change suggests

that the diapiric rise of Hoodoo Dome slowed during this

period, perhaps allowing the onlap of the dome byCretac-

eous formations.

The Aptian period of little to no tectonic subsidence

observed in this study was followed by rapid tectonic sub-

sidence and increased sedimentation during which the

domes continued to be buried by the Christopher Forma-

tion from113 to103Ma (Albian).TheAlbian eventwas pre-

viously recognized and attributed to a period of possible

renewed extension, possibly indicating the initial rifting

of the Amerasian Basin (Stephenson etal., 1994).The uplift

that occurred sometime between late Barremian and late

Aptian, followed by rapid subsidence in the Albian are

proposed to be both signatures that mark signi¢cant

Amerasian Basin sea£oor spreading events that dramati-

cally altered the course of diapirism on Ellef Ringnes

Island (Fig. 14). The Hauterivian (138^135Ma) was pre-

viously interpreted as the most likely main rift onset or

breakup unconformity based on the signi¢cant increase

of normal fault activity and associated volcanism in the

Sverdrup Basin following the unconformity (Embry &

Dixon, 1994). However, recent 40Ar^39Ar dating of ma¢c

magmatism in the Sverdrup Basin (Villeneuve &William-

son, 2006) suggests that the major pulse of igneous activity

peaked later at129^127Ma.Hubbard etal. (1987) also com-

mented on the signi¢cant in£uence of Amerasian rifting

on stratigraphic/structural relationships in north Alaska

and northwest Canada beginning at 128Ma.The pulse of

igneous activity, change in structural relationships in

north Alaska and northwest Canada, and the change in

subsidence patterns observed in this study suggest that

Amerasian rifting activity may have ampli¢ed or acceler-

ated around this time.Accelerated rifting of theAmerasian

Basin north of Ellesmere Island may explainwhy the time-

averaged Aptian signal is much stronger in tectonic subsi-

dence curves located further north toward the Sverdrup

Rim (e.g. Dumbells E-49 and Helicopter J-12). However,

the strong tectonic signal observed in the northern most

wells of this study could also be due to their location closer

to the central axis of the basin.

Diapirism and the in£uence of the Eurekan Orogeny in the Late
Cretaceous^Palaeogene

Tectonic subsidence data lacks the resolution to suggest

that basin-wide tectonic events signi¢cantly in£uenced

diapir growth in the Late Cretaceous once the domes were

buried.The late Cenomanian unconformity near the Has-

sel Formation and Kanguk Formation boundary (Embry,

1991) correlates with an observed period of no long term

tectonic subsidence dating between 103 and 95Ma (e.g.

Figs12a or14a).This suggests that the brief period of uplift

in the late Cenomanian may have counteracted subsidence

that occurred as the majority of Hassel Formation was

being deposited.The unconformity may represent cessa-

tion of sea£oor spreading in the Amerasia Basin (Embry

&Dixon, 1994).

The Hassel Formation thins towards Hoodoo Dome

(Gould &DeMille, 1964), suggesting that doming was still

occurring during the Late Cretaceous, most likely driven

by increased pressure in the source layer from continued

downbuilding of adjacent sediments. Thicker deposits

continued to accumulate on the east margin of Hoodoo

Dome, possibly due to accommodation space that was

continually provided by displacement on the shear zone

along the eastern margin.The active piercement of overly-

ing Cretaceous formations and exposure of the anhydrite

caps at surface most likely occurred later due to the

build-up of regional compression during the Eurekan or-

ogeny. Although Ellef Ringnes Island is located away from

the fold-and-thrust style of deformation that characterizes

islands further to the east (Axel Heiberg and Ellesmere Is-

land),weak evaporite diapirs most likely responded to mild

shortening which led to the forced upward arching of adja-

cent strata and erosion along the £anks.The steep fault or

shear zone on the eastern margin ofHoodooDome, paral-

lel to the Hoodoo anticline, could also be a contractional

kink band derived or reactivated by shortening in the dia-

pir. Hoodoo Dome di¡ers from Dumbells and Contour

Dome as it does not fully pierce its sedimentary roof.

One possible explanation is that the volume of salt fed into

the diapir was partly distributed laterally to produce con-

tinued thickening of salt wings. The thickening of

salt wings led to the upward de£ection of sedimentary

Fig.15. An example of a canopy capping dipping sedimentary

beds within the Pricaspian Basin (modi¢ed from Ismail-Zadeh et

al. 2004).This particular canopy is found to cap an oil ¢eldwhose

spatial extent is con¢ned from drilling. Similar circumstances

may be present at HoodooDome, or other diapirs within the

Sverdrup Basin.
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horizons and produced unconformities within onlapping

formations, as is seen in Fig.11.

IMPLICATIONS FOROIL AND GAS
EXPLORATION

Petroleum exploration occurred in the Sverdrup Basin be-

tween 1969 and 1986, leading to the discovery of eight

oil and 25 gas pools with estimated total proven reserves

of 294 � 106 and 500� 109m3, respectively (Chen et al.,

2000). Common traps o¡shore Ellef Ringnes Island

include salt cored anticlines oriented orthogonal to the

principle shortening direction of the Eurekan Orogeny.

These high amplitude structures are under ¢lled as a con-

sequence of late growth in the Eocene and from possible

fault/fracture leakage through extensive crestal faulting of

the capping Jameson Bay Formation (Waylett & Embry,

1993). Owing to the low concentration ofwells and seismic

grid density, only large-scale featureswere detected during

the 1969^1986 exploration programs.There is still signi¢ -

cant potential for the discovery of higher frequency and

more complex structures and traps with the advancement

of imaging acquisition and processing techniques, in

particular the ability to map the geometric complexity of

traps with higher resolution 3D seismic surveys. Harrison

(2001) suggests that new exploration plays could be

developed in Carboniferous horst-and-graben settings,

Permian inversion structures,UpperPalaeozoic unconfor-

mities, stratigraphic pinch-outs and in complex sub-salt

structures.

Passive diapirs create the potential for many small oil

and gas traps within surrounding deformed sediments

(Stewart, 2006). Structural traps may include drape-

folded and overturned sediments, unconformities, rim

synclines, salt overhangs or wings and extensional radial

and growth faults. For Hoodoo Dome in particular, salt

wings and/or occurrence of stratal- £anking unconformi-

ties that truncate sandstone dominant formations such as

the Heiberg Formation would make excellent traps and

seals for oil and gas reservoirs.The impermeability of salt

terminating and capping dragged sedimentary beds pro-

vides an excellent seal to oil and gas seepage (e.g. Fig. 15).

The Heiberg Formation may also be locally truncated by

impermeable shales of the Jameson Bay Formation by un-

conformities or debris £ows that formed due to changes in

the relative rates of sedimentation in relation to diapir

movement.These traps would have developed in the Late

Triassic to Early Jurassic, predating the main stage of pet-

roleum generation and migration in the Cretaceous

(Goodarzi et al., 1989, 1993; Brooks et al., 1992; Gentzis &

Goodarzi, 1993).

CONCLUSIONS

This study highlights several distinct periods of salt diapir

evolution on Ellef Ringnes Island throughout the Meso-

zoic, which are interpreted to be in£uenced by regional

tectonic and sedimentary loading events. Major results

and interpretations are summarized below:

(1) HoodooDome andDumbellsDome both exhibit asym-

metric east^west pro¢les, with thicker accumulation of

sediments at deeper structural levels east of the domes

(Figs 6 and 7). The asymmetry matches the general

trend in subsidence and sedimentary formation thick-

nesses directed towards the Axel Heiberg depocentre

(Figs 9 and 12a, inset).The asymmetry is believed to be

a product of the initial development of these structures

along extensional faultswithin the overlying strata (thin-

skinned extension) and/or above deep seated basement

faults (thick-skinned extension). Asymmetric diapirs

are believed to have continued evolving due to di¡eren-

tial loading of sediments on adjacent fault blocks. The

thick sedimentary ¢ll in the basin centre prevents visua-

lization of basement structures and architecture, diapir

pedestals and prekinematic sedimentary layers, making

it di⁄cult to di¡erentiate between the two possible trig-

ger mechanisms.

(2) Diverging sedimentation and broad rim sync-

lines suggest that diapirism began as early as the Early

Triassic.The lack of resolution beyond theTriassic for

both subsidence curves and seismic data limits further

analysis of the diapirs’ early evolution. Several tectonic

events in the Late Carboniferous toTriassic, however,

may be responsible for triggering diapirism by faulting

and thinning within the sedimentary cover and/or

faulting within the basement as suggested above.

(3) Jurassic formations £anking Hoodoo and Dumbells

domes exhibit drape folded and thinned units. Hoo-

doo Dome also exhibits stratal cut-o¡s at the dome

margins by local unconformities and salt wings and/

or debris £ows. Hoodoo N-52 well documents the

thinning of units, and gives a tectonic subsidence

signature that suggests that salt growth matched or ex-

ceeded regional post-rifting thermal subsidence dur-

ing this period. Deformation of adjacent strata and

backstripping analysis suggest that the diapirs were

growing close to or at the surface in the Jurassic and

are suspected to have evolved during a passive stage of

growth. Active diapirism may have played a minor role

in the development of the diapirs. However, insu⁄ -

cient evidence was found in this study to support this

¢rmly.

(4) The aggradation rate increased at the beginning of the

Early Cretaceous, leading to the onlap of salt wings

and halokinetic sequences by the conformable Deer

Bay and lower Isachsen members at HoodooDome.

(5) A broad unconformity truncating rim syncline depos-

its on the eastern margin of Dumbells Dome marks a

change in the general style of diapir development

in the middle of the Early Cretaceous.Tectonic subsi-

dence curves alongHoodooDomemargin also suggest

a decrease in diapir growth in relation to regional sub-

sidence signatures on Ellef Ringnes Island.This rapid

change in diapir development was followed by rapid
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burial of the domes by the Christopher Formation,

which terminated the growth of structures by passive

diapirism. Regional uplift followed by rapid subsi-

dence are thought to be signatures of accelerated

rifting of the Amerasian Basin.

(6) Despite the burial of the domes by Early Cretaceous

formations, the Hassel Formation continued to thin

at dome margins during the LateCretaceous, suggest-

ing that doming was ongoing. The arched roofs and

piercement of Cretaceous strata suggests that the dia-

pirs forcefully uplifted and shouldered aside Cretac-

eous formations, most likely due to horizontal

loading associatedwith the Eurekan Orogeny.
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